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'!be act of re-reading may follow an earlier mis-reading or
missed reading; it may be notivated by the need to re-evaluate,
re-appraise, or re-habilitate what 'Was read, or perhaps not read.
'lhe carpulsion to repeat a textual experience could be interpreted
by psychoanalytically oriented critics as the desire to canplete a
tIansferential mastery over rreaning. Feminist and deconstruction
ist criticism demands re-reading in order to expose the indeteJ::rnin
acy of rreaning, to recognize the unconsciously daninant ideology
which informed and de£onred previous readings, no matter how c0

gently objective and analytical critical procedures may have seE!'Ted
within a prior context. '!he irrpulse to re-read may, finally, re
flect a change in perceptions, in experience, and in the practice
of the art of rending itself.

we re-read certain works eveIY serrester within the contexts of
various curricular configurations; 'we experience the sensation of
re-reading when our students express their own, unique, often naive
reading experiences. 'l11e value of re-reading may, in this sense,
be the generation of new insights, silni.lar to those produced by the
literary technique of estrangerrent (ostranenie). '!he sensation of
renewed perception created by distancing readings over tiIre thus
resanbles the novelty of experiencing readings from an "other"
position or ~spective.

'n1ere is no need. to elarorate on the continuous process of the
re-evaluation of literary works over t.inE as different rrod.es or
1TOVE!St'ents are valorized by the academy, and the canon of a literary
tradition is challenged or reconstituted. As a result of socio-cul
tura.l trends or curricular needs, previously over-looked or rrarginal
ized authors are prcxroted to new positions of praninence, while the
"greats" may suddenly be dethroned, their rep..1tation downplayed as
over-rated. Trends in literary canani.zation are apt to reflect
shifts in critical theory; or, as Hartmann has observed, the opposite
is also the case: "every literary theory is based on the experience
of a limited canon or generalized strongly fran a particular textl
milieu. "I An exanple of this principle is the interconnection be
bEen the historical avant-gardes of EUrope and Russia and their aca
demic confreres, the Fonralists and New critics v.ho privileged avant
garde artistic praxis in their critical fornulations.
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To recognize the historicity of evaluation in the hurranities, we
nust also take note of the influence of successive generations of
scholars within institutions and schools: the adoption of innovative
theoretical and critical imperatives often signals the arrival of a
neH generation of scholars within the academy. SUch a change in
generations is indeed perceptible anong recent Ph.D.s in Slavic Lan
guages and Literatures who received their education in the 19805.
Foz:mal training in rrodem languages, linguistics and crnpa.rative
literature during this decade was daninated by Structuralist proce
dure, yet, silYultaneously, the United States was banbarded by a se
ries of European, especially French, post-Structuralist critical
noverrents. '!he experience of this generation had not been vocalized;
but to have been trained in the empiricist rrethodologies of linguis
tic poetics, close readings and Structuralist, grannarian or narra
tological approaches lIirrloors" (inside the classroom) was insuffi
cient insulation against the theoretical tw:Iroil one could hear rag
ing "outdoors": the post-Structuralist deconstJ:uction of any empiri
cist procedure and the skepticism of any CClI'Il'mJnicative endeavor.

Since Slavic studies are canparatively recent areas of specializa
tion in the west, dating fran the early 19505, it is not surprising
that the field as a whole should experience dynamic shifts in focus
and concerns, a turOOlence which is augnented by the unique socio
political and ideological ccrnplexities of Russian and Soviet culture.
Without adhering to a strict Kl.Jhnsian interpretation, one may note a
definite transition be~ the path-breaking and foundation-laying
of the first generations of Westerrl Slavists, and the theoretical ex
plorations of nore recent generations.

These new generations have alr~dy had an iltpact on Slavic scholar
ship: in the choice of the Silver Aqe as the leading area of special
ization; in an increased appreciation for literary works which invite
ccrcplex literary analysis, and, finally, in the area which will concern
us here, the re-reacling, or re-evaluating of those rrajor authors and
texts Yklich fonn the core canon of Russian literary history. Of these
It'ajor figures, Tolstoy has been the mst securely canonized in the west,
and, paradoxically, was, until recently, the least studied major figure
in Russian literature. Fe-reading Tolstoy fran a variety of new criti
cal and theoretical perspectives pranises to liberate the literary
giant fran his pedestal.

nus article will review sare of the 'NOrks in press or in progress
on Tolstoy by Slavists who received their Ph.D.s in the 19805 and whose
work is inspired by recent developrents in critical theory and practise.
several different rrethodological .and theoretical approaches to Tolstoy
are represented in the work of the scholars discussed here: New Criti
cal close reading and mythological criticism; narratological investiga
tions; carpa.rative approaches with theoretical implications for the
poetics of transmission, translation, influence and intertextuality ;
semiotic investigations; and post-Structuralism in its various avatars:
Derridean deconstruction; feminist, or gender criticism: and socia-criti
cism. None of the scholars whose \o,Q!"k is discussed here can be said to



rrechani.stically institute critical practises, rather, in the best
spirit of contemporary criticisms, each pursues a selectively eclec
tic i or pluralist approach, with the creative freedan of brico1age.
As a result, their work avoids the automatic recitation of jargon
and is not .i.ITbedded or imprisoned within theoretical doctrine.

Even fran the now traditional perspective of the New Criticism,
a critical strategy which privileges texts ~lifying self-re
flexivity and unity of purpose, Tolstoy'S art has been Perceived as
"Life, not Art"2, a dism.issive categorization of his rnasterstvo
which places it beyond the realm of critical analysis. "'n1ere are
tirres," wrote Lionel Trilling, "When the literary critic can do
nothing rrore than point, and Anna Karenina presents him with an 0c

casion when his critical function is reduced to this primitive ac
tivity. ,,3

It ~d seem that the picture drawn by Philip Rahv in his 1946
essay, "'lhe Green Twig and the Black Trunk," has conditioned rrany
critics I readings of Tolstoy: "Tolstoy is the exact opposite of
those writers, typical of the rcodern age, whose \'tOns are to be
understood only in tenns of their creative strategies and design ..
•. ToIS~ was the least self-conscious in his use of the literary
Iredi.um. n In part this view ITB.lSt be attributed to the Western
bias that barbarizes Tolstoy and Dostoevsky as crude Russians and
"natural" \IDtutored talents. Dostoevskian iconography offers a
portrait of the frenetic writer and tortured epileptic gripped by
poetic madness, racing against publishing deadlines and gantlling
debts; conversely, the legend of Tolstoy poses him barefoot and
clad in a peasant shirt, a writer ....nose works were cleaved fran
life with one mighty blow by the Creator. As Nabokov mythologized
Tolstoy in his poem:

Yet there remains
one thi..ng ~ sinplY cannot reconstIuct,
no rratter how ~ poke, arned with our notepads,
just like reporters at a fire, around
his soul. It 1 s to a certain secret throbbing
the essence--that our access is denied.
'!he mystery is a1.m:>st superhurran!
I mean the nights on which Tolstoy crnposed;
I rrean the miracle, the hurricane
of ilrages flying across the inky
expanse of sky in that hour of creation,
that hour of incarnation••..For , the people
born on those nights VJere real.... 151

'I1ti.s mythic view of an Olympian Tolstoy, the conflation of Tolstoy
and God, pictured by Gorky as "t\\O bears in a den," siIcultaneously
inspires a~, and arouses the reader 1 s resentment at textual nani
pulations which entrap hiro/her in noral structures which seem to
dertand a virtuous or virtuoso criticism.
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'Ihree recent publication events have been largely responsible for
revising this critical view and for revitalizing scholarly interest
in Tolstoy. First, the reappraisal of Bakhtin' 5 scharatic classifi
cation of Tolstoy as the m::>nologic author and textual authority, cast
always as Dostoevsky'S""other" or foil, was successfully challenged
in a series of articles by r-t:>rson (1981) I Shukrran (1984), and E)rer

son (1985).6 Morson's seminal inv~tigation and proposals for elab
orating a "poetics of didacticism" revised our resentItent against
Tolstoy r s authorial voice by re-adjusting our reading of that voice
as textual strategy rather than doctrinaire lecturing.

second, Gustafson's synoptic and synthesizing study, Leo Tolstoy.
Resident and Stranger (1986) queried the traditional perception of
Tolstoy's oeuvre as cataclysmically divided between his pre- and
post-conversion phases. l'tEthodologically, Gust..a£son 1 s incisive and
probing close readings of key passages in the major prose fiction
renewed possibilities for reading rretaphor and imagery in Tolstoy as
expressions of his "emblematic realism". Gustafson's subtle exege
sis and recognition of Tolstoy's fonnal craftsrranship is a type of
analysis found all too infrequently in the work of other scholars.
Anong those who have contributed close linguistic and structural
readings of Tolstoy's prose ~rks, studies by Parth~, Jahn, and
Jackson have been influential. 9

Finally, MJrson's Hidden in Plain View. Narrative and Creative p0

tentials in 'War and Peace' (1987) 10 reworked the Fomalist concep
tion of Tolstoy as re-writing western narrative nodels. Morson r s
book creates a new vision of Tolstoy as deconstructionist, a shatter
er of systems, a skeptic of "semiotic totalitarianisn", who saw in
the hunan predisposition to rretalepsis, the irrpossibility of an ac
curate or ultimate inscription or narration.

'!he rrorn.ments of recent Tolstoy scholarship briefly surveyed above
have relocated our reading of Tolstoy within contenporary critical and
theoretical concerns. In the past decade, these concerns in literary
scholarship have becare rrore intimately engaged with problems of epis
tem::>logy and philosophy and the awareness of narrativity as one par
ticular instance of a problenatized, logocentric discourse.

John Kopp:r addresses precisely the issue of Tolstoy's concerns
with the construction of narrative in his forthcani.ng study of "Tolstoy
and the Nazrative of sex: A Reading of 'Father Sergius I, I '!be Devil I

and 'The Kreutzer Sonata'. ,,11 Beginning with Lotm3.n ' s definition of
what constitutes an "event" in narrative,12 Kopper suggests that Tol
stoy continually challenged himself by posing increasingly difficult
problems in catpOsition, setting himself the task of creating a satis
factory narrative fran unpromising narrative propositions. Kopper
sunrrarizes his ~k as follows:

the "sex" stories of the late 80s and 90s (are) a working
through the problem of rraking stories out of sexual con
flict. (TOlstoy] set himself high hurdles in the "sex



stories": in Tolstoy's society male sexuality had few
restrictions placed upon it and hence was not easily
subject to narration: it rarely rrade "the gocd story".
I conclude that Tolstoy takes a rather infertile semi
olClCJical field and produces narrative .... '!he stories
themselves care to include and reduplicate many aspects
of the sexual act .... [thus] the "sex stories" are Tol
stoy's rretaliterature, a case where he reflects on his
own earlier writings, and produces narrative out of his
own struggle.

'!he questions of sexuality in Tolstoy and the "subject" of nar
ration are also addressed in Stephanie sandler's study of gender in
war and Peace. Any feminist reading of Tolstoy which att~ts to
revise his image as misogynist is destined to run aground against
daIming biographical evidence recorded in his diaries, journals and
his wife I s account of their rrarriage. Yet, to read artistic work
through the prism of biography as Ruth Benson has done in her bed<
waren in Tolstoy 13 may deprive us of an appreciation of other rrodes
and ideological ccmnit:rrents which may also be inscribed in the text.
Recent feminist readings of TOlstoy, notably Barbara Heldt's revi
sionary essay, "Tolstoy's Path to Feni.nism, ,,14 recovers Tolstoy's
anpathy to.vards waren fran his artistic oeuvre and places his con
cern with v.aren at the center of his creative intentions. sandler's
~rk. in progress, "Reading Gender in W3.r and Peace", adopts this
stance and pursues a reading of the novel's imagery, rretaphors and
presentations of sex roles to reveal Tolstoy's artistic design,
'Nhich she defines as "the correlation of values with gender ....
People are successful in the novel only~ they manifest a gener
ous presence of the so-call-=d ! feminine I traits that history has
taught us to despise." sandler notes Tolstoy's exaltation of those
attributes \okUch are traditionally vi~ as femi.nine-empathetic
relating to others, reliance on intuition, the capacity for nurtur
ing-and observes that these features characterize both Platon
Karataev and Kutuzav. Silnilarly, sandler explores 'itaIEIl characters'
acqui.sition of rrasculine traits, such as Natasha at the hunt, or
the cross-dressing at the Rostov I s Christmas celebration. She con
cludes that "Tolstoy is unusually willing to experi.Irent with the
stereotypes of gender and to i.ITagine characters who transcend them
selves and are thus nest themselves by crossing gender boundaries. ,,15

Peading Tolstoyan characters as the focal point of intersecting
role rrodels or culturally imposed paradigms also fonns the central
cancern of Anthony Anerrone' s Derridean construal of Tolstoy's "'!he
Cossacks," titled, "Tolstoy and diif&ance: '!he case of Kazaki".
In An.errone I S assessment,

Tolstoy's Cossacks is traditionally considered a problem
text, whose crux revelves arom1d the author's carq;:>lex
and unreso1ved relationship to Rousseau' 5 notion of the
natural as superior to the civilized. While Tolstoy tests
this hYJ;X)thesis in Cossacks, the resul ts have seened, to
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IIOst readers, ambiguous and unsatisfying ....A deconstruc
tive reading of Rousseau's influence on Tolstoy will high
light the problem in a cli£ferent way.

Tolstoy 1 s desire to control the ever elusive and reced
ing dichotany betv.'een Nature and Culture is typical of the
western philosophical and literary tradition, which Derrida
has called "the rretaphysics of presence." It is another
attenpt to control the infinite play of difH~rance and
rreaning in literary texts. 'lhe subverting of the major di
chotamies established in the Cossacks (nature and culture,
country and city, Cossack and Russian, innocent and cor
rupt, spontaneous and self-conscious, etc.) is then seen not
as a sign of the artistic or philosophical imnaturity of
the author, but as the inevitable effect of the philosoph
ical and linguistic culture in which Tolstoy is carpletely
errbedded.

Recognizing the effect of cultural contexts which subtly politi
cize the activities of reading and writing is at the basis of current
trends in socio-criticism. Natasha Sankovich' s preliminary exploration
of Tolstoy's theories of cognition, as deduced fran his fiction and
other writings, are predicated on dialogic theories of the critic's
resp<;>nsibilities and the political implications of any camunicative
act. 16 sankovich 1 s dissertation errploys a "reader-response rrethod
that examines the conventions, expectations and limitations of author
ial reading.... 'I11e authorial audience is the audience about whan the
author has rrade certain asSUItptions concerning its values and beliefs."
sankovi.ch dete.t:mi.nes four categories of consciousness in Tolstoyan
epistemJlogy: awareness, imagination, understanding and menory.
5ankovich intends to explore the interaction of these four modes of
consc.iousness within Tolstoy I S oeuvre as they govern the pro::iuction
and reception of texts.

"Reception" I or the perception or appropriation of an author or
text (5) by another culture constitutes the major thrust of canpara
tive literary studies represented here in the ~rks in progress by
Anna Tavis and Isabelle Naginski.

Tavis' 5 book in progress, Rilke' s Dialogues wi.til Russia examines
Rilke I S fascination with ~sian culture, which was emlxdied far
him in the "overpowering iroage" of Tolstoy. Tavis finds that Tolstoy's
crisis and "quarrel with art becane paradigmatic for Ri.1..ke I s image of
Russia," ending in his rejection of Tolstoy. '!hus, Rilke I s writings
on Tolstoy reflect his attenpt to resolve his 0N1l artistic crisis,
and. to det.ennine "the poet's individual quest to define his artistic
mission. " Tavis •s chapter on Rilke and Tolstoy, "Rilke' s Controversy
with Leo -Tolstoy" explores the intertextual relationship be~
Rilk.e I s tiber Kunst as response to ~t is Art?; the Tolstoy therres in
the early variant concluding chapters of Malte Laurids Brigge; and
the inteIpersonal relationship between the twJ artists as enacted in
Rilke I s hIo visits to Tolstoy. Examining these examples of "influence
by negation" and intercultural dial~e enables Tavis to discuss the



"Tolstoy question" of the late 19th/early 20th centuries to explore
the bi-valent characteristics of the politics of appropriation.
'Ihus, Tavis concludes:

An examination of 'IOlstoy I s role in Rilke' s life may clari
fy and, at the sane t.irlE, further ccrnplicate the general
question of artistic "influences. 11 '!he rightly chosen
"negative" COlIDterpart, the artist's unavoidable "other",
may prove zrore potent for the artist's creation of his/her
own personality than v.ou1.d a long succession of "positive"
Irodels. And the dialogic drama of influences, after all,
is played out in the polyphony of texts. /17/

The dialogic m:>del and the cross--cultural fertilization of lit
erazy texts is also the focus of Isabelle Naginski' s forthcoming
l::x:x:lk Literary Traffic. French Writers and the Nineteenth-century
Russian Novel. Naginski focuses on French influences in the rise
of the Russian novel, elucidating "how the originality of the Rus
sian novel was made possible ... through the appropriation of a cer
tain nunt>er of influential French genesis-texts." Part 'nlree of
her book deals with Tolstoy and his relationship to Rousseau
(11'&0 savages at the Opera") and Stendhal ("On the Battlefield",
"The Mythology of Childhcod," and "ttle Narrative Eye"). Naginski
enploys a Bakhtinian f~rk to explore the process of textual
transmission and the ''nosaic of quotations"18 which constitutes
''haunted discourse" (discours han~). Naginski's examination of
the haunting of Tolstoy's discourse by Stendhal relies on cases of
direct and verifiable influence (for exanple, stendhal' s waterloo
scene in L3. Chartreuse de Pantle and Tolstoy's military descriptions
in war and Peace), as ~ll as noting the curious and intriguing
cases of parallel thematic developrrent which she descries in roth
authors' proclivity for "autobiographical reduplication, that is,
the constant and repeated projection of self into their literary
VolOrks. "

'llle problematic of self-constIuction via narrative, the autobio
graphical irrpulse which inspires the recherche de tenps perdu, is
the subject of Andrew Wachtel's forthcoming book, 'fue Battle for
Childhcod. Like Naginski, Wachtel explores Tolstoy I s Childhcxxi
in nwthological tenns as the attatlpt to recapture a "golden age."
wachtel sees 'IOlstoy' S autobiographical v.ork as paradigrretic for
the 19th century ~sian autobiography, represented in the novels
of Aksakov; Gorkij, Belyj, and Bun.in. Wachtel also offers a myth0
logical reading of Anna Karenina in his article "Death and Resur
rection in Anna Karenina. "19 wachtel notes the occurrence of a
single myth of death and resurrection transposed into ~ rrodes in
the novel: the therte is treated in Christian tenns in the story of
Levin and Kitty, while pagan and RCmm imagery appear in Anna and
Vronsky' smyth.

While the studies surveyed here adopt a variety of methodologies
and theoretical orientations, one ccmn:m thread arrong them is the
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value and iIr;x:>rtanee placed on Bakhtin' s literary theories of dia
logism, polyphony and absolute language. '!he shared appreciation
for Bakhtin in part reflects a contenporary vogue ~ch counter
poises Bakhtin' s dialCX1ism to Derridean relativism. Yet, the cita
tion of Bakhtin throughout the scholarly works revi~ here rep
resents IOClre than the des.iIe to flaunt the Slavic possession of a
Iitera:cy theorist who has gained celebrity in the west. Bakhtin I s
i.n"portance as a reader of Tolstoy, and the irrplications of this
type of reading for Tolstoy scholarship in general was discussed
above (see note 6). Bakhtin I s ultimate value for the fublre of
lite.raJ:y c:dticisrn is still an unfinalizable potential. As Bakhtin
himself observed of scholarship in the hurnanities,

It is hardly possible to speak about necessity in the hu
m:m.i.ties. It is scientifically possible only to disclose
the possibilities.... /20/

sate of the possibilities created here by re-reading fran alter
native perspectives within a diversity of contexts set the stage
for new critical encounters with Tolstoy. '!be plurality of schol
arly approaches, the re-voicing and revising of earlier critical
views, results in a nultiplicity of interpretations which is can
mensurate with the vastness of 'Iblstoy' s own creation. As Bakhtin
rerrarkOO concerning the interplay of the familiar and the new in
scholarship:

Both of these aspects (recognition of the repeated and
discovery of the new) should rrerge inseparably in the
living act of understanding.... 'l11U5, understanding
supplercents the text: it is active and also creative
by nature. creative understanding continues creativityl
and ITUltiplies the artistic wealth of hurranity. /21/

lWy Mandelker' s article, n A Painted Lady: 'ttl.e Poetics of ekphrasis
in Anna Karenina. 1t is in press at carparative Literature. She has
a l:x:xJk in prQ3'ress, '!he Framing of Anna Karerrlna: Tolstoy, the
wooan Q.lestion, and the Novel of Adultery, which explores the semi
otics of inagery in Anna Karenina and other EUropean novels of
adultery fran a socic--critical and feminist perspective.
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